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David Wall, Director of the Georgia Fire Academy,
wrote this month's calendar case study on training
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learn about the Near-Miss Program including how to
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Georgia Fire Academy and is only available to Georgia
firefighters. The Near-Miss Program thanks Director
Wall and the Georgia Fire Academy for their continued
support of the program. We will keep you informed of other state fire academies
working on similar courses in the future.
Available to everyone is the information on the Resources page for this month's topic.
You can access a grouped reports document on training safety-related reports and an
SOP on training safety that you can customize to fit the needs of your department. If
you have any training safety related documents (best practices, SOP/SOGs, etc.),
please send them to atippett@iafc.org.
Until next month, stay safe.
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Near-Miss Fundamentals:
A misconception about near-miss reporting is that a report should only be submitted when
something goes wrong. However, that is false. In many cases, a near miss can occur when
best practices are being followed. For example, Report 06-025 involves a structure fire
where all the utilities were secured. However, there was an illegal 220v circuit that
bypassed the main breaker to support an illegal marijuana operation. A captain came in
contact with an energized electrical wire in a wall. The crew did everything according to their
SOPs but the unexpected happened. Think of a time when the unexpected happened to you
when you were following best practices. Submit your near-miss event so others can be
prepared for the unexpected.

Testimonial
"Thank you for the continued efforts to keep firefighters safe through reported near-miss
incidents. We can always learn from each other's near-miss events."
-Report Submitter

To sign up to receive the Near Miss Matters by email, unsubscribe or change
your mail preferences, e-mail atippett@iafc.org.
Firefighternearmiss.com is funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security's Assistance to Firefighters Grant program. Founding dollars
were also provided by Fireman's Fund Insurance Company. The project is managed by the
International Association of Fire Chiefs and supported by FireFighterCloseCalls.com in mutual
dedication to firefighter safety and survival.

